
Introduction

In the Tall, Tall Grass ESL Lesson Plan introduces young learners to the world of

nature and animals through an engaging story. This lesson plan aims to enhance

students' language skills by immersing them in a captivating narrative that

encourages vocabulary building, listening comprehension, and speaking practice.

By exploring the themes and characters in "In the Tall, Tall Grass," students can

expand their English language proficiency while fostering a love for reading and

storytelling. This topic not only provides linguistic benefits but also fosters an

appreciation for nature and wildlife, making it a valuable addition to any ESL

curriculum.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Tall Grass Grass that grows to a considerable height, often found in meadows or fields.

Meadow A piece of grassland, especially one used for hay.

Chirp The short, high-pitched sound made by small birds or insects.

Creep To move slowly and quietly in order to avoid being noticed.

Prowl To move around quietly and carefully, especially in search of something.

Contextual Usage



- The tall grass swayed gently in the breeze as the children played hide-and-seek.

- The meadow was filled with colorful wildflowers and buzzing insects.

- The birds began to chirp as the sun rose over the horizon.

- The cat would creep up on its prey with stealth and precision.

- The tiger would prowl around the jungle, searching for its next meal.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the lesson, start with a fun and interactive activity called "Nature

Charades." Prepare a set of cards with different animals and nature-related actions

from the story, such as "butterfly," "snake," "chirping birds," "swaying grass," etc.

Divide the class into two teams and have them take turns choosing a card and

acting out the word without speaking while their teammates guess what it is. This

activity not only energizes the students but also introduces them to key elements

from the story, setting the stage for the upcoming lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Nature Scavenger Hunt

Take the students on a nature scavenger hunt around the school grounds or a

nearby park. Provide them with a list of items related to nature and wildlife from the

story, such as "tall grass," "flowers," "insects," etc. In pairs or small groups,

students search for and identify these items, using English vocabulary to describe

what they find. Reconvene to discuss their discoveries, encouraging them to use

descriptive language and share their experiences.

Listening Activity: Sound Mapping



Play recordings of nature sounds such as chirping birds, rustling leaves, buzzing

insects, etc. Have the students listen carefully and create a map of where they

think each sound originates from in the story's setting. This activity not only

enhances listening skills but also encourages imagination and critical thinking as

students visualize the environment based on the sounds they hear.

Roleplay Activity: Animal Charades

Assign each student an animal character from the story (e.g., butterfly, snake,

rabbit) and have them prepare a short charades performance mimicking the

movements and behaviors of their assigned animal. The rest of the class guesses

which animal they are portraying. This activity promotes creativity, communication

skills, and understanding of animal behavior while reinforcing vocabulary related to

wildlife.

Reading and Writing Activity: Story Sequencing

Provide students with jumbled-up sentence strips summarizing key events from "In

the Tall, Tall Grass." In pairs or groups, students work together to arrange the

sentences in chronological order to recreate the story. After sequencing the

sentences, encourage them to write a short paragraph describing their favorite part

of the story and why it stood out to them. This activity reinforces reading

comprehension, writing skills, and collaborative learning.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with creating their own short story inspired by

the natural world. They should incorporate at least five vocabulary words related to

nature and animals, which they have learned during the lesson. Encourage them to

use descriptive language and vivid imagery to bring their stories to life.

Additionally, students can draw illustrations to accompany their stories, further

engaging with the theme of nature and wildlife. This assignment reinforces



vocabulary retention, writing skills, and creativity while allowing students to

express their understanding of the lesson content in a personalized way.

Conclusion

Summary

The In the Tall, Tall Grass ESL Lesson Plan introduced students to the wonders of

nature and wildlife through engaging activities and vocabulary building. Students

explored the story's themes, expanded their English language skills, and gained a

deeper appreciation for the natural world.

Reflection

As students reflect on this lesson, they can recognize how learning about nature

and animals not only enhances their language abilities but also broadens their

understanding of the world around them. By incorporating nature-themed

vocabulary and engaging in activities that bring the story to life, students can apply

these language skills in real-life scenarios, fostering a love for storytelling and an

appreciation for the environment.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Engaging Learning Experience

The "In the Tall, Tall Grass" ESL Lesson Plan offers an engaging and immersive

learning experience for students. The topic of nature and wildlife provides a



captivating backdrop for language learning, making the lesson both educational

and enjoyable.

Rich Vocabulary

This topic allows students to explore a rich vocabulary related to nature, animals,

and the environment. By incorporating these terms into their language repertoire,

students can expand their word bank and improve their language skills in a

meaningful context.

Cultural Appreciation

Studying nature and wildlife not only enhances language development but also

fosters an appreciation for different cultures and environments. It encourages

students to explore diverse ecosystems and understand the importance of

preserving natural habitats.

Interdisciplinary Learning

The "In the Tall, Tall Grass" ESL Lesson Plan integrates various skills such as

reading, writing, listening, and speaking within a single theme. This interdisciplinary

approach provides a holistic learning experience that reinforces language skills

across different domains.


